[A study on surface plasmon resonance-based gene chip].
The surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based gene chip was prepared according to the following processes: First, a film of nanogold, which was synthesized by using Frens' method, was plated on chip by Chlorauric acid/hydroxylamine method. Then probes were fixed on nanogold film by Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) technology. Subsequently, the fixing time and concentration of probes, the sensitivity and the specificity of the chip were optimized. Our results suggested that the chip plated with 2.5 nm nanogold film has a better SPR reflection, and when fixed by probes for 4.5 h at the concentration of 1 500 nmol/L, the gene chip also shows a fine performance of detection and can identify accurately the mismatch between bases in SPR detection system. The gene chip constructed in the research can be used for SPR sensor detection.